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Abstract 
Students Advisee System(SAS) is a system that will h Ip a a way for 
interaction among students and with their acadcmi ad isor, This st m may be very 
useful for the Faculty of Computer Science and lnformari n T echnology areas. 
The main objective of SAS project is to create a web based application for 
interaction between students and academic advisor. In this system students allow to share 
their problem with their academic advisor directly without any limit. SAS includes 7 
important modules and the main modules are Chat Room and Mail modules. 
Hopefully this system will be the most useful system and may be a very good 
system for students to share the problems with their academic advisor and this 
interactions can helps students to improve their archivements in their study and life. 
Vil 
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Chapter 1- Introduction 
1.1 Project Background 
Most people now have access the intern t, s ' 1tl pap"r ,. orks had been 
replaced by the fact, efficient and more powerful digital ornputer system. Many of the 
web sites are actually created by everyday people who have a hobby or interest of some 
kind and would like to share this with others. 
Faculty is an autonomous entity of a university whereby the operations were 
managed itself. For the case study purpose, FSKTM which is one of the faculties of UM 
has been chosen as a primacy faculty for developing due to existing support of computer 
facilities. The new system like Student Advisee System can be build as one of new 
facilities for students especially for students Faculty of Computer Science and 
Information Technology. 
I would like to develop this system because I'm thinking of some way how to 
create one web site that focus on interaction between students and their academic advisor. 
Thus, my main focus is develop a web site that can provide interaction for the our faculty 
students. It's will be include problem sharing between students with their academic 
advisor as a main module. 
Hopefully the system can give some benefits to the students specially for 
Faculty of Computer Science and Information Technology areas. The Student Advisee 
System web site will be build together with Mail, and Chat Room as a main modules and 
hope its can make the web site become more interactive and interesting. 
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1.2 Project Overview 
Student Advisee System(SAS) is a web based nline a.pi: Ii cati n for helping 
and give a way for interactions between students and their ncadcmi advi or. By u ing 
this system students can share any problems that th y Ia '" " 'th the oademio advisor in 
the faculty without need to meet their academic advi .r. The project overview will be:- 
1.2.1- Student Advisee System 
The Student Advisee System can be defined as a personal web site whereby 
electronic communication plays private roles in increasing efficiency and improving 
education. It also plays a vital role in developing better relationship among academic 
advisor and his/her students. It is created mainly to help the students in their study life. 
The main modules are Mail and Chat Room. 
1.2.2- Chat Room 
Chat Room Module allow the students to have online chatting with their 
academic advisor. The implementation of the chat room also requires a standardized, fast 
and reliable communication. Chat Room allows students to post the question to their 
academic advisor for the answer as well as asking their problems. It provides a system 
where can increase efficiency and to improve communication between educators and 
their students. 
2 
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Itprovides sufficient information to the students. Different students will have 
access different answer according to their academic advisor. 
1.2.3- Mail 
Mail allows student to publish their oxperi 11 es faoin · the problems to 
another their advisor. The need of this systems had long b n foreseen because there is 
not any such as a web site student s can publish their personal and studying problems. 
By sharing out the solution, it will benefits most of the student. The first task 
is finding the best methods to build a web site that will create the usability of the 
interested systems and simplify navigation. It must also include interesting web site 
interface. 
3 
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1.3 Objective of the Project 
The purpose of Students Advisee System(SAS) is to first and foremo t to 
develop a web site that specially for interaction among sill :t nts ind th ir academic 
terms of the availability of technology as well us th vari u: fun tions and criteria desired 
from the system. Sub-objectives of this project arc <livid d into t'\ o sections. One is for 
the Chat Room Module and another for Mail Module. 
1.3.1- Objective of the Mail Module 
The objectives of this module include:- 
(a) To provide a system that will enable user(students) to talk their problems with their 
academic advisor and another students directly 
(b) Allow academic advisor to give the problems solution for their student respectively 
(c) This module allow students to share everything without any limit 
(d) To increase efficiency in communication between students and their academic advisor 
(e) To reduce printing costs and user respond delay associated with paper 
(f) To provide a user-friendly system for all stakeholders 
(g) Between students can share anything under chat room conversation 
4 
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1.3.2- Objective of the Chat Room Module 
The objectives of this module include.- 
(a) To develop an attractive web site and allowing th students t share their experiences 
in solving problems with another course motes in the faoulf 
(b) To help the students search for the problems solution in their study by ask to another 
friends an the Chat Room Module 
(c) To publish sufficient updated information revolving around computer domain 
(d) To increase the possibility of students viewing the information posted 
( e) To developed a back-end database system 
(f) To provide a user-friendly web page for all students 
5 
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1.4 Scope of The Projects 
The implementation of a complete Student Advisee' b ite signifi antly is 
time-consuming and needs manpower. Therefore impl miontatiou of thi pr ject x ould 
be restricted to a certain extent. This project would not includ th mail n tification 
function. The Student Advisee System web site would in lud the following :- 
Login button 
Ad.min 
Advisor 
Student 
Students Data 
Chat Room button 
Update 
Delete 
When a user clicks on each button, it will link them to a new page that has 
hyperlinks to all the various systems developed for the respective party. 
6 
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1.4.1- Scope of The Mail Module 
The Mail will create for allow interaction between the students and their 
academic advisor in FSKTM. The students can access the" b pug" and will get chat 
with their academic advisor. The Mail Modulo allow th' students tc ask their problems 
and get the problems solutions directly from their a ad crni ad' isor v hen interactions 
happen. 
1.4.2- Scope of The Chat Room Module 
The web site will be present to the students ofFSKTM and administrator 
and also advisor. All students will be able to visit the web site or post the problems and 
solutions they faced by logging in the main page. Only authorized user with a valid 
usemame and password will be able to post such as problems by Mail. It is a site mainly 
used in order to help students ofFSKTM who faces issues pertaining to their study or 
facing any another problems and everything else involved around it to find out the 
solutions or answers by asking their academic advisor or join the Chat Room Module. 
7 
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Basically, the ,minimum requirements ofthis module are lists below :- 
(a) The database system should be able of matching searchers 'uset . di play the 
search results and process user's requests 
(b) Enable user to access to the web site from any 1 oati n at an 1 time , as long as the 
users have access to the intemet/intranct 
(c) To make the system more efficient compared to others because password checking 
reinforces the security and authorized system administrators can view the database 
and make relevant changes. 
There are two different categories of users, normal users as well as system administrators. 
Normal User 
Normal users are largest group. Basically, they are students of FSKTM. They are 
provided with common access to the system where they can only view partly the web 
page and navigator through the application to interact with their academic advisor. 
They are not authorized to add new users into the database. 
8 
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System Administrator 
Basically, there are two types of administrator, super user and d lt bas idministrator. 
Super user areas are the clerks on FSKTM. Their rol s ire to cnte · n '' us "r(student) 
authority to access the whole system and oatcgoriz the student. a ording their academic 
advisor. Normally, super user is not involved in the d tab se maintenance. 
Database administrators have access to the systems database and make changes or 
modification on the data including all the maintenance. They have to ensure the· 
correctness, accuracy and completeness of data in the system as well as to update the data 
with the latest information. 
Advisor 
Advisor also be the important user for this module. Without advisor interaction cant be 
happen. 
9 
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1.5- Importance of The Project 
Students Advisee Systems(SAS) will be as a importan e ' eb ite for tudents 
to share their problems either study or anything else with their n idemio advi or. This 
systems will help the students to find out tho right solutions for th ir pl blems by asking 
the academic advisor. Therefore the Academic A vi. or can Iv n. guide the students and 
know what's going on to their students under them. 
1.6 Project Definitions 
The definitions of Students Advisee System web site is not a static one. In 
other words , we cannot fix the definition and pattern of Students Advisee web site for 
more than I 0 months. Even as the new opportunities have get to fully exploited, new net 
working technologies or application software are available at a fast rate. 
10 
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Below are the.tables for a list of specific terms in Student Advisee System and meanings. 
Word/Phrase Meaning 
Students A le med p rs on especially in the 
humanities a learner who is enrolled in an 
educational institutions 
Advisee Someone who receives advices 
Students Advisee System A management system about students and 
their advisor in the institutions 
Academic Advisor The lecturer's for the students wh~ giving 
the advices to their student 
Table 1. : Table for Definition Project 
11 
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1.7- Chapter.Summary 
Chapter I is an introduction to the Students Advisee ystem that is being 
studied. In this chapter, few important things have be on m entioned l: fore starting of the 
project. Firstly, the whole picture of the system that is going to buil is described briefly, 
then the reasons why this systems has to implement, th" proj t s ope or limitations and 
also the importance of the project. Lastly, some phrases or terms that will exist in the 
system have been described to make a clear vision on what is Students Advisee System 
actual purpose. 
12 
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Chapter 2- Review of Literature 
2.1 Role of Literature Review 
A Literature Review is an classification of' h 1t credited scholars of 
researches have written on a topic, organized according to a guiding concept such as,my 
research objectives, thesis or issues. 
There are some important reasons of having literature review, there are:- 
i. to collect information on system that need to be developed 
11. to review and make an assessment on existing systems with same or different 
concepts which are relevant and have been developed to ensure any strengths 
and weakness in the systems and could also point out any mistakes on the 
specific system 
iu. to get a better understanding on each concept in the systems development 
process and to compare some software and methodologies that had been used 
for other systems and may help on making a decision what software and 
methodology will suite the system that I'm going to produce 
13 
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2.2 Approach to Literature Review 
It would never be a complete job without doing some research on collecting 
any related information with the systems that India developed. Therefore, finding all the 
information were very important on deciding what are the objectives and importance of 
having this project. Information can be retrieve from any resources and every resources 
would give different information and require methods findings. 
There were some techniques that available on having a research and analysis 
on existing system and system that will be developed. Examples of searching for the 
information are collecting the data method and written method. 
2.2.1 Information Collection Techniques 
The process of information gathering technique is carried out in order to have 
a better understanding of the proposed system and also user's requirements. Among few 
of the suitable methods used for this process were : 
14 
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1- Internet Surfing 
Internet has been a very helpful and up to dote on getting a quick information in order to 
develop this system. From the internet, I found so many sites that really gives me ideas 
on how am I suppose to develop and organize this system. 
Also I got to retrieve some web sites, which showed me some existing system that similar 
with my system but presented in a different ways. Internet contains infinite amount of 
information that nobody can measure. I'm most interested to use several search engines 
like Google, Altavista, Advanced Search and others. 
I'm also use subject directories as Yahoo!. These search engines has proven to be very 
helpful for me as a author of this final year project in many ways. Most of the 
information and examples in my this final year projects were obtained form the internet. 
15 
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2- Discussion and Informal Interview 
Discussions are made with the supervisor. cspc ially v hen pr blem arises and certain 
clarifications are needed. Besides, the discussion also is carried out between friends for 
some related matters. Many good discussions and advices are obtained through the 
discussions to overcome the problems and improve the system design. This type of 
method is chosen on getting the information on the operational system existed. l'm also 
conducted personnel interviews with my seniors and another batch mates to get more 
information and some ideas on how this systems could be develop. These interviews were 
done in an informal ways that did not require the formal forms to fill in. 
3- Final Year Projects 
Senior's project was been another major references for me. These projects were obtain 
from the Document Room which is a place where the faculty stores all the selected 
student's final year projects. I'm use the available projects as a guide to write my own 
reports. The formats and the structures from the final year projects were help me to be 
clear when making my own reports for my project. 
16 
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2.2.2 Writing Method 
1- Analysis on writing resource 
Analysis on all the information that had been retrie ed with simplifies all the data and 
information in a simpler form and may follow the project development requirements. 
2- Comparative 
Conclusion and decision had been done in order to make sure that there would be 
difference in the existing system and proposed system base on the information that had 
been collected. 
17 
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2.3 Findings 
Here are some of the literature reviews that I h ' seen and gone through and 
I think that these sites really help me and give me a bro d idea on how the student 
advisee system actually is. I'm just put the important sites even though I have seen so 
many sites that really useful for this project. 
2.3.1- Current Web site Approach With Student Advisee Management System 
With information and knowledge Sharing becoming a global trend, the 
networking community is moving fast to disseminate information, fast and hassle free. 
This picture can be widely seem in the internet and intranet of factories, firms and 
corporations. 
Most approached system are developed on the Internet to enable users to 
access the systems, post and view other messages posted by other people whenever and 
wherever there are some companies, which developed their personal web site within their 
intranet restricts the access from outsiders. 
18 
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Now there are many companies which hm c d v ·1 ped s ft ware that are 
download able or sold in the market. Those wh ar inters led in setting up their own 
forums or systems can do so with ease by installing or paying a company to host if for 
them. 
Currently, there are not other systems exactly the same with student Advisee 
System (SAS). The following sections reviews the web site evaluated. 
2.3.2- Comparison Among Other Web Sites 
This section describes the features of Delphi.com Forums and others 
. 
approach system found from the Internet. Table 2.1 Features of the existing approach 
system. 
Web Site (URL) Description Features 
Web Host Directory User can particulars in any Authentication & 
Forums hundreds of forums Authorization 
(http://www.freeforums.co provided or create a unique - Registration as new 
m) forum to link to a web site user to post a message 
allow only authorized 
user's to edit, quote and 
delete their own posts 
Categorical - Post 
categories into many 
fields, such as business 
development and 
19 
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design, corrununity and 
etc Rule of Po ts 
" Ma. n t post 
attn chments if ' mile" 
ru N 
Ma not edit your post 
if [IMG] code is OFF 
' 
May not post new 
threads if HTML code 
is OFF 
May not post replies if 
VB code ON.FAQ 
Provide FAQ for the 
purpose helps users to 
use the system Profiles 
of Technicians 
Profiles for technicians 
allow some interactive 
between users Sorting 
' 
Sorted by date either in 
descending or 
ascending order 
Attachment 
Allow user to use 
attachment feature of 
this board 
Thee will be a limit to 
the file of any 
attachment user make 
Only certain file can be 
attached 
gif,jpg,Ext,zip,bmpjpeg 
Hyper links 
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- Hyperlinks at top of 
page to ea e the user 
be wse the ' eb site 
thcrs 
- E-mail function to sent 
e-mail t ubmitter . 
it map 
- Search based on ' 
submitter 
- Special codes, tags for 
users format their post 
and messages, such as 
emphasize certain 
words 
- Moderators, rewarded 
to users who are 
particularly helpful and 
knowledgeable in the 
subject of the forum 
oversee specific forums 
- Certain works censored 
by the administrator or 
system automatically 
Delphi.com Forums Provides Chat Rooms and Authentication & 
(http://www.delphi.com) forum and a database Authorization 
library for members. 
- Create a Delphi.com 
account to particular in 
Includes a registration form Delphi.com' s 
and an archive of business- personalized discussion 
strategy articles services 
- Allow only the valid 
user to post and reply a 
message Categorization 
- Many subjects category 
such as White House, 
Philosophies, Gun 
21 
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Control, Politics and the 
Media etc 
earoh ngme 
- carob on all the works . 
r any of the works or 
e tact phase 
- Search based on the 
type of the folders, 
submitter, receiver and 
the duration of dates 
Tutorials 
- Provide tutorials to help 
the user uses the 
system 
Useful Links 
- Some quick links to 
helpful sports on 
Delphi.com 
- Useful links to some 
teaching materials such 
as forum maintenances, 
forum promotion and 
etc 
- Provide functions 
explore to some topics 
such as business, 
finance, computers, 
current evens, 
educations and 
entertainment 
- Provide site frame, ease 
the users to click on 
interested topic 
Others 
22 
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- Provide chat rooms 
- llow user to create a 
free f nun 
- Ignore u er filter . 
- t hide messages from 
specific users you do 
not want to read · 
- Attach files 
- Other users profile 
where members can 
post an image and 
personal information to 
share with others 
- E-mail notification to 
submitter when 
somebody replies to 
their messages 
- Prints e-mail, messages 
and report violation 
Table 2.1 : table for Comparison Web Site 
23 
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i) Delphi.Com Forum 
·~ 
Rehe!ll 
Students Advisee System 
f A9~en j~ i'ltp://www d~hifOlllllt.ccm/ 
Lirit filBe!lollhe\\leb ~Ch~Gtlle Cu~orwelirllc Fr~Hnltt\lii ln!tl'hetE!ipirnNM l~~Stat ~ 
·[ · t •I 1 Seiich !·l ~JTO.CO~Hlower> • I S9)1nj My Yaw • t GoiYaCtl't~lle> • 
Explore ·~~ 
jfnter Keyivords- 
Learning Center tf 
OelphlPlus Zone 
Busin~ss/Fjpam 
Civic/Government 
Companies 
~ 
Creative Arts 
Current Events 
Education/Alumni 
Entertainment 
Famllv/Parentlnq 
QW! 
Doie 
• • SARS Update 
~ Now that SARS has arrived, will it ever leave 1 
I Delphi Medical Forum ~ Managed Care 
. S~>ing • "'(~ • I » j .. -" ~--------•--·..:.;.l 
Forum Host Spotlight _..~-· 
Bikers: Get Your Motor Running! 
Join host BillllOO (BILL750) for the Web's best hangout for people 
who rids Honda Shadows (or any other motorcycle!). 
Visit the Shadow Riders Forum 
Delphi's Top Forums.__ ._ 
t Yeshua HaMashiach/Jesus, Our Messiah! 
• Nanapona.com 
• Politics: The Bully Pulpit 
• Siona\ure Country 
• Strictly ACE 750 Founded by Blackto~ 
• Breakjna News! 
• our Starqate 
• ,..,,.. ~ ........ ' *"' 
Delphi Plus 
No More Banner Ads! 
No more Pop-ups! 
Ad-Free Web Space! 
Customize your messages with Fonts & 
Colors! 
UDorade to DelohiPlus No~~! 
72 chatting In 27 rooms. 
• Heooer Heaven 
10 now chattino 
• Just For A Smile 
6 now chatting 
• Wonder jn The Momlna 
5 now chattino 
• Candle in the Wind *Mento! Health 
Suoport* lB+ 
4 now chattino 
• Orlolns cbatroom · oost adootion rela~ 
4 now chatting 
Click here for a comolete list of active chat 
rnn11o1r ..:l 
24 
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A Delphi.Com Forum is an activated community forum where friends, 
community members, team mates, workgroups share their (mm n intere ·t. Delphi.Com 
Forum is better than phone calls or the e-mail because it 1 et's the v h 1 group participate 
in discussions and everyone sees what the other ha e to sa at the same time. 
Delphi.Com Forum provide a pot for users to create an environment that's all 
users own but available to anyone users to choose. As a Forum host a user can:- 
t. share interests with like-minded people 
u. control the look and feel of the forum 
iii. maintain user and message control 
rv. make discussion public or private and nature 
v. promote Forum with Delphi.Com's promotion 
vi. participate an affiliate e-commerce program tools 
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Delphi.com Forums is a way to stimulate interactions in user's 
student/personal/professional web site. User's who participate in message board 
discussions will get e-mail notification when some bod. replies t( th ir me' age and there 
are new messages in the Forum they arc interested in. 
Delphi.com also offers profiles, where memb rs can post an image and 
personal information to share with others. 
Besides, Delphi.com can work with used to create a co-branded Forum that will give 
visitors a new reason to visit user's site. 
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ii) Web Host Directo:ry Forums 
~ 
S~k f 1•<1 Slop 
]:! ~~' jij Nip:/ lfo1llnt webho~du.coo\i 
I ~+ 
Y~Mes ... 
... 3 l~,~-0 
Sh®~ • 'lrn;ioo1 • » j Search I· I •. FTD.CQI. 
Welcome to the Web Host Directory Forums. 
The Web Host Directory Community Forum 11 a discussion board that supports all aspects of Web Hosting from advice and opinions to newbie questions. This is the place 
for you to chat and discuis any iisues you may have from Web Hosting to Domain Names. With 1uch a vast range of regular members in the Community you will find like 
minded people to talk to. 
You have to reglsi&r before you can post1 dick the register link aboye to proceed. To start viewing messages. select the forum thM you want to visit from the selection 
below. If this Is your first visit, be sure to check out the fil by dicking the link above. 
Registerad Membtr1: 6,717 
Tot•I Thra.ids: S,115 J Total Posts1 18,267 
1 Welcome to our nettest member, P.t!:OXWhygen The time no~ ls 121 1 PM. 
You lut vlslttd1 05·04-2003 12112 P~. 
fo11Jm Posts Threads Last Post 'todcrator 
.wfill. Hostjnu - Questions Si Answers 
Discuulons on Web Hosting induding put experienm and be9inner questions. Ho>tiog 
Sewb Engln~, 
8435 2608 05·02·2003 11 :30 AM it ~.J.ttm, by ~6Pl'\le11>.ci!ll), Mlrtie, M!:_Ch~die 
921 143 05·02·2003 04121 PM it ~.~. 
by m.till 11...!l!· ~lr•:h11!1t 
1382 239 05·04·2003 05:18 AM it !lwh!h,~, by not'lhwirulwrbh'lli£9m M.!!l.i!.~ 
661 115 04-16·2003 03:24 PM it ili.fM,runi, 
by lli!l ~.~ 
jj!Jweb Host Directo ... .JI~ S57PM 
Dedicated fl.' Colocated servers 
A forum dedicated to addrernnQ the serious issuu of~ and Pedlsated Hosting, 
Running a Web Hosting Comn.@Y. 
Talk about tverything to do with being a reseller and ad•ice on sta1tinQ your o~n hortmo 
bu>inm~ 
Domain Nmne Issues 
Discuss anything to do with Qomaln Nimtt hereJ leQal, buying, squatting? Looking for 
'I Joj r j ' 
!dJ~11111Jlj IQ~~ jJ Vld>HoS!~edor~Fo I; ~~IA.:) J ,!A~osoft\>/Qid 
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Comment and Summary 
Delphi.Com Forums is a very complete world wide' eb hat room and forum 
which also provide a spot for user to create a free forum. It s provid ~ features that old 
user filter, mail notification to user when somcbod' rospons •s to their qu stions, This is 
more convenient for users as they do not need ton C'S to the v eb site everyday waiting 
for users as they do not need to access to the web site everyda- waiting for answers. 
However they cannot delete the folders but only rename them. Only users can 
delete the messages they post or more then to a private folder. Besides, there are 
problems in current when edit and no space are given for attachments. Some pages of the 
web site gives no button to go back to the main pages, it is therefore difficult for user to 
forced to click on the back button every time he/she want to go back to the main page. 
Web Host Directory Forums is a more sophisticated system compare to 
Delphi.com Forum. This is fully integrated system that consists of almost all modules 
needed to manage a forum efficient and systematically. There Are moderators as well as 
web site administrator to protect the integrity and correctness of the data. The system 
provides the attachment file feature but imposes a limit to the file size and file type 
attached. 
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2.5 Relationship to Proposed Project 
Basically I had made some reviews that I've been discussed, I came out with 
an idea to produce a system which is more simpler, very us itul for the sstudents faculties 
and will have more things to provide. 
Students Advisee System is a web site open onl. to stakeholder in Faculty of 
Computer Science and Information Technology to help students in their study as well as 
improve the interactions between students and their academic advisor. Therefore, the 
login feature of the system needed to recognize the authorized users as well protect the 
data integrity. 
I tried to combine all the main modules for SAS project and finally 7 modules 
were decided, which are : 
i. Login System Module for Advisor, Admin and Student 
11. Introduction 
111. Chat Room Module 
lV. Mail Module 
V. Update 
Vl. Delete 
Vll. Student's Data 
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Most web site reviews categorized the posted messages for users. Thus, this 
will be a feature provided by the Students Advisee System(SAS). The main differ nee 
between Students Advisee System and the system rovicv cd are : 
Students Advisee System(SAS) will be easy to understan l the , tudents because 
this web site only provide simple module 
provided with simple interface, therefore students can go through system easily. The 
system are not complicated like the system's existed 
Easy to handle because this system are opened only for stakeholders in FSKTM 
The main modules are Chat Room and Forum Modules will be the important modules 
for students for their interaction with their academic advisor 
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2.6 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, basically, finding on related systems. The previou studies 
and research on the project topic were described in this chapter. Ifs f U' on a study of 
the existing web site, which approach with the Student Ad' is system. The description, 
comparison and analysis of the research were done that an help me to build my own 
system. 
By the research, I had identify some relevant web sites that may help me on 
developing my Student Advisee System. From this literature Review, I get some ideas 
hot to get a better view on my proposed system, SAS and also to get a better 
understanding on my system that will be develop. In the next chapter, the approach on 
how to develop the system will be discuss. 
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Chapter J:.. Methodology 
3.1 Project Objectives 
This project is produced definitely to gi e me a chance n how to develop a 
system. I had chosen Student Advisee System(SAS) as m. s. stem topic and with this 
experience on how to start a system is very new for me. In fact, this is my first time for 
me to create a new system and that's why I need a step-by-step instruction that can help 
me to present a good systems later on. 
After I had done with my literature review, a summarization has been made 
and the best way to develop the systems is decided. There are some methodologies such 
as Development Life Cycle(SDLC), V Model, Prototyping Model and Transformational 
Model. 
The choice of methodology used would be the Prototyping Methodology. I 
will explain the approach of how to build up the systems and also the systems 
requirement will be described. 
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3.2 Development Methodology 
There are several reasons for modeling a process: 
I. After writing down a description of the de elopment pro iess, it forms a 
common understanding of the activities, resourc and constrains involved in 
software development 
II. Creating a process model helps the developer find inconsistencies, redundancies 
and omissions in the process as in its constituent parts. As these problems are 
noted are corrected, the process becomes more effective and focused on building 
the final product 
III. The model should reflect the goals of development, such as building high 
quality software, findings faults early in development, and meeting required 
budget and schedule constraints. As the model is built, the developer evaluates 
candidates activities for their appropriateness in addressing these goals. For 
example, the developer may include requirements view, so that problems with the 
requirements can be found and fixed before designs begin 
IV. Every process should be tailored for the special situation in which it will, be 
used. Building a process model helps the developer understand where that 
tailoring is to occur. 
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3.3 Rationale· for Proposed Methodology 
After comparing a few system-developing model, th" Prot typing Model is 
chosen. The Prototyping Model was selected to do clop a s st m because it i created 
quickly, often within a matter of a few days or weeks. 'This model al o relatively in 
expensive to build, compare with the cost of a conventional s stem. 'The emphasis is on 
trying out ides and providing assumptions about requirements, not on system efficiency 
or completeness. 
This model will be very useful in helping developers lay out what they need 
to do. It simplicity makes it easy to explain to those people who are not familiar with 
software development; it makes explicit which intermediate products are necessary in 
order to begin the next stage of development. 
Since the prototyping Model allows all or part of a system to be constructed 
quickly to understand and clarify issued, it has the same objectives as an engineering 
prototype, where requirements design require repeated investigation to ensure that the 
developer, user and customer have a common understanding both of what is needed and 
what is proposed. 
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Rather than have separated specification, development and validation 
activities, these are carried out concurrently with rapid feedback across the Ne 
activities(Summerville, 1995). This model is based on size st ips and shown in figure 
below'- 
System Requirements Requirements Analysis 
Prototype Design 
Prototype Construction 
Prototype Evaluation 
Define Requirements 
t---_......,. Delivered System 
'--~~~~~~~~~---J 
Engineer System 
Figure 2.1 : The Prototyping Model 
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There are six major steps in the Prototyping Model as described below'- 
Requirements Analysis 
To array out literature review and research on softv 11-e pr gramming tools, 
technologies and e-commerce trends 
After that, develop analysis all the requirements 
Quick Design 
Quick Design on transaction processing cycle, web page, user interface and database 
which may be enhanced in later phase 
The designs were based on the requirements analysis done in previous step 
Construction of Prototype 
Create, test and define processing cycle of web page, user interface, and database 
(known as prototype) , based on the designs done in previous step(Quick Design) 
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Prototype Evaluation 
Present tested versions if the prototype for evaluation 
All the modifications and enhancement needed or" added to de. igns in Quick Design 
step. 
Define Requirements 
Justify the existing requirements or add in new requirements 
This step is importance before a real internet sales system carried to Engineer Product 
Step. 
Engineer Product 
Repeat step 2 to 5 until all requirements are formalized or until the prototype has 
involved into a production system. 
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3.4 Requirement Analysis 
A requirement is feature of the system or a description f something that the 
system is capable of doing in order to fulfill tho syst m s purpos e. Requirements analysis 
covers 2 main categories, whioh are functional and non-functional requirements. 
3.5. l Functional Requirement 
Functional Requirement is a set of functions that are required by the users to 
be included into the system. Also, it described the interaction between the system and its 
environment. Below are the functional requirements that have to be included after 
reviewing on the existing systems. 
i. Login System 
This module is the main interface module. This module will need the user password and 
to login to get through of the system. It's important for system safety where not to allow 
outsides from using the system. Login System will be do for Admin, Advisor and 
Student. 
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ii. Introduction 
Interface which talk about a the Student Advisee System. Thi' sh rt introduction will be 
display in a first main page. 
iii. Mail Module 
The way for interaction between users/student with their advisor. 
iv. Chat Room Module 
Typically, this module will be invite for those who want to join the chat. Open to 
students, advisor and also administrator 
v. Students Data 
Display the students data 
vi. Update Module 
The main purpose of the module is for user to change their password, email , and 
telephone number 
vii. Delete Module 
The module allow's advisor to delete the students record 
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3.5.2 Non-functional requirement 
Non-functional requirements arc essenti 11 d efinition of the system properties 
and constrains under which a system must operate. Belov are the non-functional 
requirements for the proposed system : 
Reliability and accuracy 
The entire system must be a consistent and an accurate system to the user. The system 
will also have the ability to tolerate error. The system should be stable and consistent in 
all environments. 
Efficiency 
This system should provide an efficient data storage retrieval. The new user should be 
able to be familiar with the system in short time. This system also enable users to handle 
their jobs efficiently by reducing time, manpower and other resources. 
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Integrity 
This system allow only authorized user to access the system. Th valid users have to log 
on the system by using their user procedurcd, This 'Will msurc th integrity of data and 
the system. 
Unity of Environment 
The entire system must appear to the user as a single working environment and not as 
amalgamation of distinctly separate units. The system must provide a standardized 
interface design as well as standardized method for function invocation by the user. 
User-friendliness Interface 
Interface of this system have to simple and easy to understand. Therefore, user's will be 
able to use it within a short period. 
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3.5 System requirements 
A more proper computer is needed to build up the proposed system so that 
the process can run smoothly. Below is the list of the hardware and software that are 
going to be used: 
i- Hardware Requirements : 
a) Pentium II 400Mhz or above 
b) 64 MB of RAM 
c) 3 GB of hard disk space or higher 
d) 15" Digital Monitor 
e) Other computer-compatible accessories 
ii- Software Requirements : 
a) Windows 98, Window2000/Millennium Edition 
b) Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 
c) Macromedia Cold.Fusion Express Administrator 
d) Microsoft FrontPage 
e) Microsoft Office 2000 Suite: Microsoft Words, Microsoft Access 
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Macromedia Dreamweaver Drearnweaver MX 
I had choose Macrornedia Drearnweaver MX is because : 
1. This software provides a set of easy to use application building tools that shields 
from the complexity of writing server side programs 
11. It also can create a page design and add dynamic functionality to the page as well as 
provides for executing these development phases 
m. It teaches me on how to plan design for web pages to meet any kind of audiences 
iv. iv. this software may connect to a database to display data dynamically and define 
data sources for web pages 
v. Can create interesting, full-featured, interactive web pages with the Dreamweaver 
features of Dreamweaver MX 
ColdFusion Express Administrator 
I'm use this software as my generator for develop my system. This is because this 
software are really easy to especially when to connect to databases. 
Microsoft Access 2000 
The back end database system where Microsoft Access 2000 is the choice. It is because 
of the ease of use and builds up a small-scaled system. 
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3.6 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, the methodology of developing the s. stem has been decided, 
as the Prototyping Model approach will be used. Also the user requirement analysis has 
been done and needs are listed. After I had gone through will the re earoh and reading, 
the system requirement when developing and implementing the system are also been 
covered. In the next chapter, the actual system design will be mainly focused, as the 
actual data flowing will be covered. 
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Chapter 4- System Design 
4.1 Preface 
System design is a process where all the user requirements will be 
transformed into a real world application, which will be develop conceptually or 
logically. The purpose of system design is to select and plan system that meets the 
requirements needed to develop that system derived. 
System design is a very important stage to develop a system. A system design 
specification is needed to do system design. The design specification describes 
components or elements of a system and their appearance to the user. There are three 
stages in the system design process, they are architecture design, database design and 
user interface design. 
System Design also known as a process to convert the conceptual ideas from 
the requirement specification in system analysis into more technical specification. Design 
is the creative process of transforming problem into a solution. 
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The description of a solution is also called design. In general, this system 
design is formulated to fulfill the objectives below.- 
Incorporates system features that are user friend! and en t understand 
Minimize system failures and improper procedures 
4.2 Program Design 
There are several design methodologies for the program design. Student 
Advisee System is design based on data flow design method or structured design. Data 
flow oriented- design in earlier design concepts the stressed on modularity, top- down 
design and structured programming. 
4.2. l Structure Chart 
Structured Chart show the top-down design of a system. Each box or modules 
in the chart indicates a task that the diagram must accomplish. The following Figure 4.1 
chart is clearly describing the Student Advisee System (SAS) together with its subsystem. 
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4.2.2 Data Flow Diagram 
Data Flow Diagram is a means of representing n s. stem at any level of detail 
with a graphic network of symbols showing data flows data pro e es , and data sources I 
destinations. The goal of data flow diagramming is to have a commonly understood 
model of the system. 
The diagrams are the basis of structured systems analysis. Data flow 
diagrams are supported by other techniques of structured systems analysis such as data 
structure diagrams, data dictionaries and procedure-representing techniques such as 
decision tables, decision trees and structured English. 
The purpose of data flow diagrams is to provide a semantic bridge between 
users and system developers. The diagrams are graphical, eliminating thousands of 
words; logical representations, modeling WHAT a system does, rather than physical 
models showing HOW it does it; hierarchical, showing systems at any level of detail; and 
jargonless, allowing user understanding and reviewing. 
Reasons Why Using DFD? 
The data flow approach has four chief advantages over narrative explains of many data 
moves through the systems. The benefits are : 
1. Freedom from committing to the technical implementation of the system too early 
11. Further understanding of the inter relatedness of system and subsystem 
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in. Communicating current system knowledge to users through d rta flow diagram 
iv, Analyst of proposed system to determined if the necessary ata and process have 
been defined 
Data Flowing Diagrams are composed of the four basic ymbols shown below: 
D External Entity 
.. Data Flow 
Data Store 
D Process 
Figure 3 .1 : Figure for DFD Convention 
a) The External Entity symbol represents sources of data to the system or destinations of 
data from the system. 
b) The Data Flow symbol represents movement of data. 
c) The Data Store symbol represents data that is not moving. 
d) The Process symbol represents an activity that transforms or manipulates the data 
(combines, reorders, converts, etc). 
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PersomJ1 Advisor 
Administrator 
Students Advisee System 
Login S vstem Introduction Chat Room Forum Add User 
-Add 
Usernam!L_ -Delete 
Password -- I Search NewLrting 
-Submit 
Message body E-mail Address 
Submitter Subject 
r; 
- View Problem 
Inf onnation 
Figure 4.1 : SAS Structure Chart 
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P.A tudent ... - Admins .. ~ Sys .... Login name and passv ord .... tern 
c iessibili and 
Login name and password 
A ty 
confirmation message 
Figure 4.2 : Context Diagram for Student Advisee System 
r 
New Category Admin Usemame 1 ,., ~ ... - 
/Student Passwon Validated 
... Add New 
User Category 
\. 
1 r , ~ r 'I 
6 3 1p 
.... Categories 
I..., 
Search Add New 
\. Subiect 
Sub 
, 
ects 
+ 4 5 
~dmin/Studentl _,.,____ _ View Subject Body .,. Reply 
t • 
Reply info 
Figure 4.3: Data Flow Diagram for Mail 
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4.3 User Interface Design 
For the user interface design, tho Graphical Usor Intorfaoe (GUI) approach is 
going to be used, which creates a user-friendly cnvironm cnt, B low are the some of the 
guidelines that are going to use when designing an effeoti e user interface, 
i. The purpose of the system. When designing the interface, developer has to make 
sure that the user interfaces created are suite to the system's purpose 
11. Navigation aids like hyperlink and icons should be used to enhance the simplicity of 
the interface 
iii. Links, which means that there should not have any dead-end pages when the system 
runrung 
rv, Attractiveness. The user interface should be attractive enough to let user's have a 
good impression on the system 
These are the steps that are going to be followed when designing the interface: 
a. Define a purpose for the interface 
b. Identify user's need and expectation from the system 
c, Design the user interface 
d. Conduct usability testing 
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4.4 Database Design 
Database Design involves the activity on modeling the structure of a database 
that will store and maintain the data records. It's will also in lud s the transformation of a 
user's processing requirements. All the data entry by user' will be stored into databases. 
Therefore, database design is important in order to archive the objectives of 
data availability, data integrity, information retrieving, efficient data storage and efficient 
data updating. 
The database that will be used for Student Advisee System(SAS) is Microsoft 
Access 2000, which is easy to build up relational database system. There are some tables 
that will be used in standardize the database. All the data are saved in the tables to show 
the different entities. All these tables will explain on attribute that is in each entity used. 
Here are the table that include in this SAS system. 
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TABLE: STIJDENT 
Attribute Data Type Size Description 
G-ID Auto Number Long Auto generate for user 
Integer/Increment ID 
Lname Text 50 Lecturer 
Name(Advisor) 
Lemail Text 50 Lecturer 
Email(Advisor) 
LPswd Text 50 Lecturer 
Password(Advisor) 
Sname Text 50 Student Name 
SPswd Text 50 Student Password 
Semail Text 50 Student Email 
Phone Number Long Integer Student telephone 
number 
ID Number Long Integer Student ID number 
CGPA Number Double Student result 
GPA Number Double Student result 
Ycredit Number Long Integer Collected total credit 
hours 
Ecredit Number Long Integer Expected credit hours 
that must be 
Comments Text 250 Any comments field 
Reply Text 250 Command for send the 
data 
Table 2: Database for the system 
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4.5 Screen Shot of Future System 
'·-~'~~-~d" ... v'~".'.'.Jfevorl~e• .. !~ol• ..• ~ep. , 
~'ti:' l>•r.f• • """ • (fi:i) i:(:j :ftseerch 
SYSTEM 
HOMEPAGE 
l'h.i$ .syst&m 's d!'~l.jl:mld to work.With 
all students, e11pe~ililly 10 u1111 in 
ca;mpus •l).vitorlJllllnt. 
Ob.jectives ®Student Advisee S:ystem 
U'e:- Adinin 
l. '.l'he mah\ obje~.tlve for SAS project 
b to deTelop a web site that help IJOOd 
~re.ction for stitdent<I and their 
.. aca!f,endt advisor . 
Advisor 
Student 
Figure 4.4 : The main page of SAS Homepage 
This is will be the main page for my becoming system. I was made many changing for 
the interface from the first proposal this before. 
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Go ,,, , ,.. 
.. WYI~OR LOGIN 
Figure 4.5 : Interface for Advisor Login 
This interface is only can be enter by advisor. 
Fiie Edit View Fovorita.: Tool<11 Hctlp 
0 Bo.ck ~ 
" I 
S'IlTVENJ'. LC>GIN 
, . :(roi• Stild*.1\t·,. Onl.v 
Student N...nc: 
Student1?as:tWord 
' . u.;.~i!l '
....... ~· '" ·~"'' '' ·•ta; •. 
Figure 4.6: Interface for Student Login 
This interface was design for student login to start enter the SAS system. 
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4.6 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, the proposed system's design is mention, whi h is the crucial part of the 
system development as the whole picture of the system should b clear enough so that 
there will be no mistakes when the next process is running. A simple yet complete 
database design is also included in this chapter to make sure that users need in sense of 
data retrieval is fulfilled. 
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Statement of Expected Outcome 
By the end of this stage, the whole system clear enough to expect the product's 
outcome. The final system is expected to have a user-friendl int erface, which can attract 
use's to use the system. Which the modules that I had proposed, I hope that the system 
will be the best among the best system that can manage the student advisee system. 
Project Schedule 
Month/WORK MARCH APRIL MAY 
A) TOPIC SELECTION 
B) LITERATURE REVIEW 
C)CONCEPTUALDEVELOPMENT 
D) FIRST VIVA AND REPORT 
E) SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
F) CODING AND TESTING 
G) PROJECT PRESENTATION 
H} SUBMIT THE REPORT 
SEPT 
Project Schedule 
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Chapter 5- System Implementation 
5 .1 System Implementation 
System Implementation is a phase transforming the design model of the system into a 
workable system. The major sections of system implementation am coding and testing. 
The primary goal of this phase is the production of a simple, clear source code with 
internal documentation that will ease the process of verification, debugging, testing, 
modification and further enhancements. In order to archive that appropriate tools and 
languages are needed to code the program. As mentioned earlier, all the hardware and 
software described in the Methodology phase were used in the process of developing the 
system. By using Macromedia Dreamweaver MX things were easier when come to the 
process of designing the user interface. 
5.2 Interface Design 
The goal of interface design is to provide the v\best way for people to interact with 
computers. Provision of good interfaces is becoming more important because of its 
impact on organizations. This impact is increasing, because most people in organizations 
are spending more time interacting with computers as party of their work, like entering 
the SAS system. I'm using the Dreamweaver MX for design my interface. 
In the process of learning Dreamweaver MX, I had make some efforts by reading books, 
try and error by using the software itself, did some tutorials from the given software and 
surfing the internet for the online tutorials on Dreamweaver MX and of course some help 
from friends that know better with the Dreaweaver. 
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5.3 Coding the Program 
5.3.1 Leaming ColdFusion Express 
I'm using Cold Fusion as my coding language. ColdFusion is a software program that 
runs on the same computer that runs the web server software. ColdFusion only be the 
platform to generate my system by using the Cold.Fusion Administrator. At first I'm 
using ASP, but there are too many problems I need to faced a especially when I want to 
connect with database. But when I'm using Cold.Fusion Administrator as a generator, my 
work become easily and because of that I change to use Cold.Fusion as my coding 
language. Before I write and execute Cold.Fusion code, I need to install Cold.Fusion 
server software. Cold.Fusion was saved in C:\INETPUB\WWWROOT. 
5.4 Learning Microsoft Access 2000 for Databases 
Leaming Microsoft Access 2000 is a windows- based database management system. It is 
one of the programs in Microsoft Office. With Access I learnt much on how to 
manipulate all the information that will be stored in the database in variety of ways. Some 
things that I learnt with Access are : 
a) Open tables and enter data into them 
b) Manipulate and perform calculations on the data 
c) Format the data 
d) Design queries for retrieving information in a database 
e) Define the primary key 
t) Access the intemet/intranet and view related information anywhere 
on the localhost or in database. 
I learnt database subject during my second year and I was quite familiar already with it 
but not into depth since I just had a chanced on designing some simple database and not 
too big to use like I was doing for my thesis. 
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5.5 Database Connections 
The ColdFusion Express Administrator allows us to create a onn tion to a database 
easily. Below are the steps that I've done to connect to my database. 
a) Open the ColdFusion Express Administrator under the Programs 
b) Under the server grouping, select the ODBC option 
c) Drop down the ODBC Driver select box to see the available databases that 
ColdFusion Express supports. Select Microsoft Access, which is the first option 
d) Put in a data source name "Student.mdb" and click Add 
e) Next to the Database File text field, click Browse server. My data source name is 
"Pelajar" and next just click Create. 
f) After creating a data source, ColdFusion Express will test to be sure that the 
connection was successful. 
5.5.1 Open database Connectivity (ODBC) 
Open Database Connectivity(ODBC) emerged as a solution to provide connectivity 
between databases and applications. The standards sets by ODBC enable connectivity to 
a wide variety of databases that existed in different formats on different platform. The 
standards are implemented in ODBC Application Programming Interface(API) to 
communicate with a database. The application communicates with the driver through a 
set of SQL statements. By using ODBC API, the driver translates these SQL statements 
into a format the databases can understand. ODBC has rapidly gained widespread 
acceptance, and a number of databases comply with the ODBC standards. Databases can 
comply with the ODBC standards are known as ODBC compliant databases. 
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5.5.2 ODBC Connections: Data Source Name(DSN) 
Data Source Name is created on a Windows computer to connect to ODBC compliant 
databases and a connection string is used to connect to ODBC database. In ColdFusion 
Express Administrator, ODBC databases will be connect by using DSN. When I create to 
a database, I have to specify vital information such as the database's name and location 
and the name of the database driver that supports the a database. A DSN encapsulates all 
this information by providing a name that can be used as a shortcut while creating a 
database connection. Therefore, when I created the connection using DSN, I need to 
specify just the DSN without having to specify just the DSN without having to specify all 
the connection information. 
An ODBC connection to an Access Databases: 
Driver={Microsft Access Driver(* .mdb)} ;DBQ==path of the database(pelajar.mdb ); 
5.6 Microsoft Internet Information Server(IIS) 
Microsoft Internet Information Server(IIS) is a Web Server. That running in windows 
NT and Windows 2000. Web server must be install before application server (ColdFusion 
Express )is installed. To make sure that my web server as running, first I will open to the 
browser and go to http://localhost. If IIS are display, it's mean that my web server are 
running on that computer. 
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5. 7 Identifying ColdFusion Scripts 
Cold.Fusion applications are written in a language called FML or Cold.Fu, ion Markup 
Language. Unlike many other languages used for Web application development, CFML 
was designed specifically for use on the web. To know that a tag is a CFML tag is by the 
fact that all CFML tags begin with CF. 
5.7.1 Important Tag in ColdFusion Markup Language (CFM) 
i) <Cf OUTPUT> Tells Cold.Fusion Express that something is going to be generated and 
returned in the browser to the user for viewing. In other words, this tag instructs to start 
looking for variables that need to be processed. Like HTML tags, the <CFOUTPUT> tag 
has both an opening and a closing tag: 
<CF OUTPUT> 
things to be shown to the user 
</CF OUTPUT> 
ii) <CF SET> Allow to create and manipulate variables, but it wont cause any output to be 
returned to the user. In order to print out the values of variables, we need to use the 
<CFOUTPUT> tag. 
For Example : 
<CFSET Age="29"> 
<CF OUTPUT> 
#Age# 
</CF OUTPUT 
iii) <CFIF> To used for purpose. 
For example : 
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<CFIF Expression IS "1RUE"> 
Do something if the expression is true 
</CFIF> 
iv) LOOP> Allow to create programming loops in CFML. 
For Example : 
<CFLOOP .. > 
HTML OR CFML code to loop over. .. 
</CFLOOP> 
5.8 Using A Basic SQL Statements 
CREATE VIEW 
CREATE VIEW is used to create a new view of one or more tables. 
CREATE VIEW viewname AS 
SELECT columns, ... 
FROM tables, ... 
[WHERE ... ] 
[GROUP BY ... ] 
[HAVING ... ] 
DELETE 
DELETE deletes one or more rows from a table. 
DELETE FROM tablename 
[WHERE ... ] 
INSERT 
INSERT adds a single row a table. 
INSERT INTO tablename [(columns, ... )] 
V ALUES(values, ... ) 
INSERT SELECT 
INSERT SELECT inserts the results of a SELECT into a table. 
INSERT INTO tablename[(columns, ... )] 
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SELECT columns, ... FROM tablename, ... 
[WHERE ... ] 
SELECT 
SELECT is used to retrieve data from one or more tablestor views). 
SELECT columname, ... 
FROM tablename, ... 
[WHERE ] 
[group by ] 
[having ] 
[order by ] 
UPDATE 
UPDATE is updates one or more rows in a table. 
UPDATE tablename 
SET columname=value, ... 
[WHERE ... ] 
5.9 Creating A Connection to A Database 
In ColdFusion langunge to create a connetinn to adatabase is using the <CFQUER Y> CF 
brought meang the tag is ColdFusion tag. 
For Example: 
<CFQUERY NAME="qGetGuest" DATASOURCE="student"> 
SELECT Sname,Semail,phone,spswd,G _ ID,comments,reply 
FROM Pelajar 
Where G _ ID=#URL.GID#; 
</CFQUERY> 
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5.10 Inserting, Updating and Deleting the Records 
Inserting databases to the program use the command < FIN ERT> 
For example : 
<CFINSERT DATASOURCE= "student" 
T ABLENAME= "Pelajar" 
Form.fields= "Sname,spswd,semail,phone, id.gpa.cgpa.Ecredit, Y credit.Lname, lpswd, lemai 
/"> 
<CFLOCATION URL="http://localhostladminmenu.cfm"> 
For update the data is use command UPDATE 
For Example : 
<CFQUERY NAME="qGetGuest" DATASOURCE="student"> 
UPDATE Pe/ajar 
Where GID=#URL.G_ID#; 
<ICFQUERY> 
Deleting from the database just use as a normal command and include with DELETE 
For example : 
<CFQUERY NAME="qGetGuest" DATASOURCE="student"> 
DELETE* 
FROM Pe/ajar 
Where G ID=#URL.GID#; 
<ICFQUERY> 
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5.11 Chapter Summary 
This chapter basically summed up all the methods t11C1t I've been u ing while 
implementation my system. With the help of Dream weaver MX books and tutorials I 
managed to come up with an idea on how to build a web based system and understand 
and ColdFusion application . I had include all the steps action taken during the 
implementation of the system by looking up on how did I came up with the requirements 
and put the coding inside the Appendix. 
Chapter 6- System Testing 
6.1 Overview of Testing 
System errors and failures occur mainly because of inadequate or improper testing. 
Quality system however demands that system be tested properly. The purpose of testing 
is to detect the presence of errors in systems ; errors that have not been discovered yet. 
That means, a good test case is one that has high probability of finding as a yet 
undiscovered error. 
A successful test is one that discovers errors whereas an unsuccessful test is one that 
discovers no errors. The goal is to design tests that will uncover the greatest number of 
errors or classes of errors in minimum amount if time and effort. Successful testing will 
result in quality system ; system with fewer errors and which work according to 
specification and performance requirements. It will lead to dependable and reliable 
system. 
6.2 Testing Principles 
Several principles have been suggested for testing system: 
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lV- 
tests should be planned long before testing begins 
testing should begin in a small and progress t \ ard testing in the 
large, from micro to macro or from small modules too large modules 
all tests should be traceable to customer requirements. That means, the 
software must meet all the requirements of the user 
11- 
111- 
6.3 Testability 
The system designed must be enable to testing. That means the system must have the 
following characteristics: 
1- Simplicity-The simpler the system, the easier it is to test it. System simplicity 
means that it is functionality and structurally simple and that its follows 
proper standards 
u- Understandability- A system is understandable if its design and the interfaces 
between modules are easy to understand. Understandability also implies that 
the associated documents are accurate, complete, accessible and easy to 
follow 
m- Operability-The system must work properly if you want to test it. That means, 
it must have as fewer errors as possible and that no bugs block the execution 
of tests. 
rv- Observability - This means the system states and variable are visible or can be 
queried during execution, all factors affecting the output are visible, source 
are accessible, internal errors are detected and reported, distinct outputs are 
generated for each input, and incorrect outputs are easily identified. 
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v- Controlability- This implies that all code is executable through some 
combination if input, input/output formats are consistent and structured, and 
tests can be conveniently specified, automated and reproduced. 
vi- Decomposability- The system is built from independent modules and that each 
module can be tested independently. This helps to isolate errors and perform 
retesting more easily. 
vii- Stability- The system changes are infrequent and controlled, changes do not 
invalidate existing tests, and recovers well from errors. 
6.4 Attributes of a Good Test 
1- It should not be redundant, have the same purpose as another test. It will 
simply waste time and resources . That means every test must have different 
purpose 
n- It must have a high probability of detecting an error 
m- It must uncover a whole class of errors 
iv- Each test case should be executed separately 
6.5 Designing Test Cases 
One of the objectives in test case design is to encover the most number of errors with the 
minimum amount of time and effort. The test case must have the highest likelihood of 
detecting errors in the system. A number of approaches or strategies have been proposed 
to this end with verifying degrees of success. They are: 
a- Functional/ Black-box Testing 
This is intend to exercise or test the functions specified in the system. It derives its test 
cases from the program specification. Know each of the function must do and design test 
cases to demonstrate that it works properly. 
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b- Structural/ White-box/Glass Testing 
This is used to exercise or test the internal structure of the system. It derives its test cases 
from the knowledge of the program's internal structure. 
c- Interface Testing 
This is to test the user interface. It derives its test cases from the program specification as 
well as from the knowledge of its internal interfaces. This is specially important in the 
Windows environment. 
Even I don't have enough time in develop my system, but the end I can spent a little time 
for doing system testing. The coding and integration stage after the my design phase is 
complete. During this phase of the system development cycle module is a code and 
documented using the detailed design as a blueprint. 
For each module in SAS system, it is test for errors discovered are removed. The 
modules are then assembled together to build the system. A the modules are integrated, 
the system is tested. After the integration is completed, the entire system is tested further 
for errors. It is important to consider ahead of time the order in which the modules are to 
be coded and the strategy used to build the system. 
The approach used in coding the modules and assembling the system is called an 
integration strategy. There are several alternative methods, each of which has its pros and 
cons. 
Coding and testing are carried out in parallel. The approach chosen to guide integration 
affects both the progression of the coding and the scheduling activities. The levels of 
testing include: 
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• Module Testing- Test if all the modules meet the requir xl specifications are 
correctly coded. 
• Integration testing- Test if all the modules (when integrated) work correctly. This 
ensures that the modules are correctly interfaced. 
• Function Testing-Test if all the functions required by the application and 
specified in requirements. 
• Performance Testing- Test if all the performance of the system meets the 
required specifications(Non-Functional Requirements(Chapter 4)). 
• Acceptance testing- Tests if the system can be accepted for operation. 
6.6 Testing Strategies 
6.6.1 Integration Testing 
After performing the unit test, the modules are integrated or combined into a working 
system. The integration in planned and co-coordinated so that when a failure occurs, it 
can be solved immediately. There are two major approaches to integration: 
1- Incremental approach: The modules are added one by one to the set of the of 
already integrated modules. When performing the integration test , the system 
is viewed as a hierarchy of modules 
11- Big bang/Non-incremental approach: All modules are combined together in 
one step 
These are 4 types of integration testing: Bottom-Up, Top-Down, Sandwich and Big-bang 
Testing. 
6.6.2 Testing The Entire System 
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This refers to testing of group of modules, up to and including the entire system. The first 
level of testing in the large is integration testing. Integration testing begin by testing 
small groups of modules and ends with the testing the entire s. stem. 
Integrating testing has two board purposes: 
• To test the interfacing and integration of the modules in the system 
• To test the functional performance of the system 
Acceptance testing is the second level of testing in the large. In acceptance testing, the 
user tests the entire system. The goal of this testing is to make sure the system meets the 
user's requirements. 
6.6.2.1 Acceptance Testing by Users 
Once of the system tests have been satisfactorily completed, the system is ready for 
acceptance testing, which is testing the system in the environment where it will 
eventually be used. The purpose of acceptance testing is for users to determine whether 
the system meets their requirements. 
6.6.2.2 Test Planning and Scheduling 
The testing process should be precisely specified and set out in the project plan. It is 
desirable to start test planning at a relatively early stage in the system development 
process. It is a good practice to start to develop the system and acceptance test suite 
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during the latter stages of requirement specification. The reasons for preparing the system 
tests and acceptance tests early are that: 
• It helps the developer in carrying out requirement anal .r- is 
• It helps to predict the resources required for system and acceptance testing 
• It helps to anticipate special-purpose testing tools needed 
6. 7 System Debugging 
Testing is done through out system development, not just at the end. It is meant to turn up 
heretofore unknown problems, not to demonstrate the perfections of programs, manuals 
or equipment. So to make my SAS works smoothly an well I tried to figure out on 
method of testing the system before finally present it to the supervisor and moderator. 
First of all after I had done with all the user interfaces of SAS, I had to make sure that all 
the links are linked properly and any errors that occurred in the system , I need to 
eliminate them step by step. Using ColdFusion, were very easy since if there were any 
coding errors, message to alert will pop up straight away and I change the errors 
periodically. 
When it came to the database, Microsoft Access was helping me wonderfully since I was 
not familiar enough to use this at the beginning. But with the helps of my friends and by 
reading the book, I managed to handle the situation and finished the part of database. 
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Next step was linking the database with the ColdFusion . I really had to put much effort 
on this part since I didn't know anything on this. Again researched had been made and 
from the tutorials that I downloaded from the internet, really help me out. 
This part I really used to try and error method and when it was successfully created the 
link, I was quite relieved. Next to make it run in US, I searched for this program since my 
computer was not set up before with this intranet server, and I learned on how to use of it 
by asking my friends who were already familiar with this. 
Although testing is tedious, it is an essential series of steps that helps assure of the 
eventual system. It is far less discruptive to test beforehand than to have a poorly tested 
system fail after setting it up. 
Testing is accomplished on program modules as work progress. Testing is done in many 
different levels at various intervals. Before the system is put into production, all programs 
must be desk-checked, checked with test data and checked to see if the modules work 
together with one another as planned. 
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6.8 Chapter Summary 
This chapter includes on main testing techniques, approaches to incremental integration, 
and steps in integration testing. During the design stage, the system under construction is 
decomposed into modules. Initially each module must be tested. When debugging the 
system any errors found, were tried to solve and sincerely this part was quite hard for 
me. When doing this phase, I need to spent too much time its because there are always 
got errors. 
I learnt to be patient to find the solution till my system can run without any error. I had 
asked my friend and refer to books when getting the error and system cant run. From 
this phase I learnt to get the solution with try and error with doing in the source code. 
And at last my system can work properly. 
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Chapter 7- System Evaluation 
7 .1 System Evaluation 
System Evaluation is a process of evaluating the developed system to identify the 
systems to identify the system's strength and limitations as well as future enhancements. 
It also enables the developer to problem encountered during the development of the 
system. 
7 .2 Problem Encountered and their Solutions 
During this Students Advisee System, too much problems were encountered. The 
following are the some of the major problems gained and the approaches taken to solve 
them from the beginning through the end of the system development process. 
7.2.1 Inexperienced in Using Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 
Without the experienced is not easy for me to use this software. To overcome this 
problem, much time was really spent in learning and grasping the new language. 
7.2.2 Difficulties in Choosing a Programming Language and tools 
There are many software tools available in the market for developing web based system 
and choosing a suitable tool was a critical process for me. Once I became give up, but 
I'm try again till success. For me, this is a critical process because lack of adequate 
knowledge of these languages in this software. The web based languages is different from 
the normal stand alone language. 
I'm never use this software this before. I'm become give up when I'm doing coding in 
ASP languages. And I try to find the most easy programming language to use, and at last 
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I'm using ColdFusion languages as my script side. I learnt from books, tutorials from the 
Macromedia Dreamweaver MX under Help, surfing from tho internet the related 
materials were also some of the approaches taken to solve the problems. Discussion with 
friends that using the same script side was a great help. 
7.2.3 Lack of time 
Due to lack of time, some specification proposed before failed to be developed during the 
time frame given. Since I have to catch up also with other subjects, I really have to 
squeeze in my time in order to finish up my final projects. In the Future Enhancement I 
will explain thoroughly what had I changed in my system proposed before. 
7.3 Systems Strength 
After finishing developing my system, I found out there are a little strengths in my 
system even though I was not really satisfied with my job. I'm still want to change to 
make my system better then now, but as I said before, I don't have enough time and 
without any experienced I cant give the bet for my this first time project. But I'm still 
happy and so pleasure, because even I ever feel to give up, but I'm still can produced 
something. I'm glad because without any basic knowledge, 1 still can produce a system 
like Students Advisee System (SAS). I think bellows are strengths from my system tat I'd 
developed. 
7.3.1 Friendly and easy of Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
The major advantages that I figured from SAS is that provided a friendly and easy to use 
the interfaces. Everything is so simple and easy to handle even for the first time user. I 
designed everything using Dreamweaver MX . Hyperlinks are provided to users to 
choose which user are them. At the screen were display Admin, Advisor and Students. 
User's must choose between student or advisor to use the benefit from this system. 
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Hyperlink:s are provided to users to enable them to navigate from page to page easily by 
pointing and double clicking. 
7.3.2 Step by Step Performance 
For the first time users, they only need choose which user are them and click. The just 
need to follow what's were display on the screen. 
7 .4 Current Enhancements 
I had made more changing from what I had proposed earlier in the proposal and below 
I'll mention all the changing. The reason of changing are because of my lack of 
knowledge to make my system better as well as I had proposed this before. I just try my 
best to do the modules that I can do and I was give my very best for my system even my 
system are very simple. Sometimes, I feel so difficult to do my system because I 'rn never 
have an experienced doing the home page with coding. In my Multimedia System 
subject in my second year, I'm just learn to do static web page. And with the supported 
from my Supervisor also with my good friends, I'm try my best to keep go on with my 
system. 
This is only a simple home page, but the objectives of Students Advisee System where to 
make a good interaction between students and their students advisor together with 
discussion between students are still archived. The relation between students and advisor 
can be better if this system will be use. It's because in our faculty there no specific web 
based for interaction between students and their advisor. 
For this moments I'm still make improvements for my interface. I'm also try to add some 
module like validation but it's not finish yet. I managed to keep track with all I proposed 
in the first part presentation, and there were a quit big changes including my interface 
design. For the first previous interface I had made some mistakes on designing and I'm 
more comfortable with the current design even my interface design is very simple. 
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I'm supposed design better for my interface, but I had change too many things when I'm 
doing my project. I'm more concentrate for my coding programming till I doesn't have 
much time to improve my interface. 
I made some changes in my development system where I 'm change to use ColdFusion 
as my script side. I'm feel very easy to use this language tom compare with ASP 
languages. 
The database also was changed regarding to my systems. There are some items that I had 
faced some alteration during the implementation phase. There were some items that I had 
missed during the proposal and I had made some and major changes. A lot of changes 
actually for my system design especially for the modules. 
Even though there are many changing in my system to compare with what I had proposed 
last semester, but the objectives of this system are still archive. This is because I can 
make interaction between students and their advisor. I'm using mail for interactions 
between student and the students advisor while Chat Room are open to all users include 
admin. Under Chat Room students can discuss anything between students and also they 
can interact directly with advisor if the advisor join the Chat Room. 
SAS is a web based system, but it's still can't be archive to others because I'm using 
localhost to run my system. I'm supposed to save it with IP address. But before 
presentation I don't have enough time to change it. Maybe it's will be decide in my 
future enhancements. 
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7 .5 Future Enhancements 
If there are still some times for me to change in my current system, I want to add some 
more interesting modules and I really elaborate on some of the certain modules proposed. 
There are always new ideas encountered during the development of the system. However 
due to time constrain, not all of these ideas could be incorporated into the system. Some 
of my ideas that I want to do as my future enhancements are : 
1- Upgrading for the admin module. Admin can change all the records anytime 
and improve the functional in this current system 
11- Make this system to be online. But it's need long time because all the 
students record together with their advisor name must be have in the databases 
111- Display time when the advisor available to interact directly with their students 
rv- Make my interface design more interactive with more nice color 
v- Include the announcements for the faculty students from the lecturers 
7 .6 Problem Encountered 
In order to obtain a proper conclusion, there were a few problems to be countered in the 
developing my system. I would like to mention, that at first, I'm using ASP languages for 
coding. There are a lots of problems till I make a change at the last minute which I'm 
change to use Coldf'usion Markup Language(CFM) coding. Among the problems to be 
considered when I'm using ASP are shown below. 
i) Lack of knowledge in web based application. 
During development SAS, there were problem faced when choosing the 
appropriate languages. The reason is the lack of knowledge and experience in 
developing the system using web based technologies such as ASP. Basically 
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the problems encountered in web pages coding invol ed ASP and scripting 
code. 
ASP Coding 
Actually most of the ASP coding problems ' ere encountered in the early 
stages of project development. This is because of the ambiguity and lack of 
understanding of the language initially. In fact, as the project development 
on, a better understanding of most of the ASP coding was obtained and 
problems encountered in the earlier stages of development. 
ii) Not enough time to upgrade the system 
Due to lack of the resources such time, the system could not be fully 
completed as what I want. When I become better in coding I think I want to 
make additional for my system, but with a short time, how could I make my 
system better. This is because I was used too much time to find a suitable and 
easy coding language for my system. And at last I don't have enough time to 
add extra function on my SAS system. 
iii) Unfamiliarity of development tools used 
At the early stages of system implementation, problems were encountered in 
using development tools that were used to develop the system. Among the 
development tools that are used were Dreamweaver ColdFusion MX as a 
generator, Macromedia Dreamweaver MX as a platform for interface design 
and Microsoft Access 2000 for create database. In a short time, I have to learn 
and be master to the tools. However with constant use and through examples 
and tutorials from help files and books for all the development tools, at last I 
was able to manipulate the tools to help me in developing the program that 
have need. 
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7 • 7 Solution to the Problems 
Although there were a few problems faced as mentioned prev · ousf , they were managed 
to be overcome with below listed solutions. 
i) I'm using ColdFusion as my coding language to replace the ASP. By using 
ColdFusion the coding become easy even though I change the language in 
development my system at the last minute. 
ii) Guidance and discussions with friends provided a clearer understanding on the 
system. The suggestions and help from course mates make the ideas to 
develop the system clearer and easier even in the short time given 
7.7.1 Useful knowledge gained 
In fact there was no doubt a lot of knowledge obtained throughout development entire of 
the SAS. Among knowledge which has gained was stated as below : 
i) Learnt additional software tools 
ii) Instead of the programming tools studied in C,C++ and Java Programming, 
there are some other tools learnt up during developing the system such as 
Dream weaver MX, ColdF osion Coding and HTML which used to create 
active web application. Besides that, the other technologies such as database 
programming and manipulation also improved and new knowledge on it was 
obtained. I also discovered that in order to develop and organized and 
systematic application, the following practice must be followed: 
a) Flow Chart: The system structure is designed and draw before actual 
coding to avoid illogical design and to ensure that then programming task 
is easier and more systematic. But not all the flow chart that I follow. This 
is because there are many changing that I have done doing the system 
development. As well, this flow chart only be my guideline to start my 
project 
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b) Mastered the Process of Creating a Software: During the developing the 
system, the whole process of creating software ' as learnt and 
implemented. Beginning from the user's rcquir ernents to the system 
analysis, coding and finally the testing f th s. tern. 
c) Good User Interface: Actually I'm not spent more time for interface 
design because I most concentrate with my programming coding till the 
system can be run. I just can prepare a simple interface but, it's easy to 
understand by anybody. 
d) Experience in Problem solving : The solution of problems can be obtained 
by discussion with my :friends. Also the useful experiences was gained 
especially in the section of implementation a system. 
e) Skills in writing Documentation : I also obtained the knowledge of the 
proper format of writing documentation. Good documentation serves the 
aim of supporting testing and maintenance of the system. All changes are 
recorded for consistency while system implementation and testing are 
conducted based on the requirements and specifications to ensure that no 
requirements are left out. A user manual is also documented to help users 
to use the system. Thus, I have learnt to prepare documentations and 
adhered to known standards and guidelines 
f) Skills in Time Management: Time and management was very important in 
this case to finish the system . But, I'm not a good in manage my time. 
May be I'll improve it for the future working environment 
g) Hand on Experience : Practical exposure such as this project has given me 
the knowledge and prepared me for the actual working environment. As 
the computing world is constantly evolving and changing, I have taken 
this opportunity to improve my weakness and enhance my knowledge. 
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7.8 Chapter Summary 
Even though I'm really feel give up to do my system, but till now I'm still foe], 1 
happy because I have given the opportunity to develop the system such as v hat actix 'ties 
should be encountered inside each phase of developing the system. Although there were 
some problems being facing along developing the system, I can trained how to face the 
problems and solve them successfully. It dives me the useful and meaningful ex'J)erienced 
before I involve myself in to the working environment. 
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Conclusion 
Overall, the SAS has archived the system objectives where int r 
between student and their advisor. 
As a conclusion, SAS it's own strength and ]imitation as a m ntion din 
the earlier chapter. Besides that the system has met it's objectives of being a int ractions 
system. Mainly SAS focuses on providing a guidance on interacting between students 
and advisor in faculty environment. 
In fact, building a web based system which is stand aJone application is 
quite challenging task. Quite a Jot of researches, time and effort have been involved in 
making this system. In addition, a comprehensive knowledge of building and created by 
using client and server as the main communication feature to a web based application. 
Besides that a lot of knowledge and experience gain throughout the 
development process of SAS. It is significantly that there has been an opportunity to 
show the capability in system development. Furthermore, one of the most essential 
knowledge gained from this project is the techniques on problem solving and knowledge 
on software development. 
This leaving process proves how critical it is to make up to date 
information. It is important to do that in order to keep up with the progressive and ever 
changing field on Information Technology. 
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